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Wake Forest University These days a special apology must be made for studying the process by which a writer makes a literary text. So politically incorrect has it become to consider a writer's intentions that some critics nowadays not only look askance at a writer's diaries and notes but even sidestep the term "work," which alludes to the creation of literature by a particular human being. What amounts to postmodern prudishness about the conception and gestation of a work of art needs resisting. Often a look at the process by which a work is made sheds light on the reasons why it works upon us. This is certainly the case with the novel La desesperanza (published in English under the title Curfew) by the Chilean writer Jose Donoso. The seven hundred pages of notes Donoso made as he shaped his 1986 narrative about an exile's return to Chile offer an illuminating counterpoint to the finished book. They reveal an artist feeling his way, with few preconceptions about how the novel should be, toward a successful expression of a unifying theme that he seldom articulated even for himself.
This theme, which Donoso identifies in his earliest notes only to lose sight of it again, is "the ambivalent relationship of a human being to his roots" (53: 16) . ' It is natural that Donoso should have wished to express his protagonist's ambivalence for Chile; Maiiungo Vera, the fictional folksinger who is at the center of the tale, reenters Santiago (as Donoso himself had done) while Augusto Pinochet is still in power, and simultaneously feels deep affection for his homeland and disillusionment with it. However, another sort of ambivalence-the ambivalence that colors the relationship between parent and child-figures importantly in the novel as well. So thoroughly does it affect Donoso's way of conceiving the book that 1 it surely springs from a deeper source than a facile association of "patria" (or, in English, "motherland") with literal parents. Although, as we shall see, one can find evidence of parent-child ambivalence in the finished novel, Donoso's working papers dramatically reveal how crucial this second kind of ambivalence was to his conception of La desesperanza. Time and again, as he imagined characters and elaborated the plot, Donoso mobilized and reintroduced the motif of conflicting emotions felt by children for parents and parents for children. In sowing his narrative with multiple expressions of ambivalence, Donoso deploys a powerful device: he recalls the reader to the archaic emotional world of the small child, whose opposing passions for its parents are the heritage of us all. By relating these passions and the guilt that they inspire to the experience of his repatriot hero and of other figures in the novel, Donoso deepens his treatment of his characters, forges a link between their experience and that of the reader, and redeems from topicality a novel that initially was read as a comment on a social moment that by now has passed.
This essay examines Donoso's creative turnings and changes of heart as, over a period of some five years, he shaped La desesperanza. I argue that at many points Donoso, consciously or not, devised textual strategies to express ambivalence between children and parents, and that this recurring motif shapes the narrative in important ways. Understanding the degree to which this is so helps a reader to identify significant currents in the finished book. Beyond that, it enables an interpreter of Donoso's narratives to perceive a relationship between parent-child ambivalence and the theme of the mutability of self, a dominant issue in all of Donoso's work.
Much of the commentary on Donoso's writing focuses on the idea that, as Sharon Magnarelli puts it, "human personality or selfhood (ontological being in the world) is a series of masks or disguises, ever changing and ever (inter)changing, with no ultimate coherence or integrity"(4). Donoso himself is on record as having expressed "una duda muy fuerte, una no-creencia en la unidad de la personalidad humana" 'a very strong doubt, a non-belief in the unity of the human personality' (Rodriguez Monegal 521). Yet critics find different meanings in the theme of identity as Donoso uses 
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The way Donoso develops Maiiungo himself in his 1981 notes also shows his bent for creating "split" characters. In two ways he creates doubles for his protagonist. Planning a metanovelistic part of the plot, Donoso casts himself as a presence in the text, a narrator/character relating parts of the story in the first person. Like Maiiungo, the Donoso character is an artist just returned from years abroad, and his experience parallels the singer's own. This doubling of Matiungo does not presuppose a symbolic division of the main character into "good" and "bad" aspects. However, the other alter ego Donoso creates for his protagonist, a hippie named Arturo Vergara, is more clearly a foil for the charismatic Mafiungo. The complex way this character relates to parental figures reveals how compelling Donoso found the motif of ambivalence and shows one of his preferred techniques for portraying it. Arturo, fleeing to Chiloe to escape wealthy bourgeois parents who are pressing him to repay a loan, takes refuge under false colors with a credulous couple named Don Dario and Doiia Nina.' Arturo's hosts shelter the young man because he intimates that he is a political refugee sought by the government. They sympathize with him because their own son has disappeared, a possible victim of right-wing repression. This remarkably complex subplot shows Donoso "splitting" both the figure of the parents and that of the child. In Arturo, Donoso creates a ne'er-do-well son who contrasts both with Matiungo, the idealized prodigal returned home, and with the couple's own "good" son. Moreover, Arturo is endowed with two sets of "parents," the real ones, who persecute him, and Dario and Nina, who protect him from harm.
After a year of intense work on his Chilote novel Donoso turned aside from it, perhaps displeased with its melodramatic and unworkable plot. When he returned to Maiiungo's story in 1985, it was with a changed idea of what the novel should be. Whereas before he had provisionally called the novel "El Regreso" 'The Return,' a title that focuses on Maiiungo Vera, he now settles on "La desesperanza" `Hopelessness,' which alludes not to an individual protagonist but to Chile as a whole. An epigraph from Bleak House describing a nightmarish London confirms Donoso's intention of portraying a whole society: "Come night, come darkness, for you cannot come too soon or stay too long by such a place as this." Rereading, as he plans the first scenes of his text, both Bleak House and Les miserables, he admires Dickens's "grand intelligent construction of the real world" (1:72) and Hugo's "vision of a nocturnal Paris that is 6 Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 23, Iss. 2 [1999] , Art. 4 https://newprairiepress.org/sttcl/vol23/iss2/4 DOI: 10.4148/2334-4415.1466 ragged and solitary and terrible" (1: 14) . With these masters in mind, he girds himself to convey the "desesperanza" of Santiago in early 1985, just after the death of Matilde Neruda while the city languished in a state of siege. The death of Neruda's widow struck Donoso as symbolic of the end of an era. "MATILDE'S DEATH SIGNIFIES HOPE-LESSNESS," Donoso reflects, "the end of something, of a world, the end of the UP [Unidad Popular] and what it stood for" (1: 4) . Donoso now plans a novel divided into two parts. The first, subtitled "Funeral," will set Maflungo Vera's return to Santiago against the backdrop of Matilde Neruda's wake and burial. The second, "Fiesta," will depict the singer's welcome in Chiloe. These contrasting subtitles suggest that Donoso conceives a plot that will split Maflungo's experience of Chile into two parts, the first an experience of bereavement and despair in Santiago and the second of reunion with the community where he was raised. Thus, although Donoso will ultimately give up this bipartite schema, he starts work in 1985 with a plot that expresses ambivalence for Chile.
The "desesperanza" Donoso first conceives is the despairing tone of the country as a whole. He (1: 69, Donoso's emphasis). These sufferers, one of whom he will later recreate as the beggar king Don Cesar, come to the Festival to offer their pain to Christ, but unlike their Spanish counterparts, fail to redeem their distress in colorful dress, drunkenness, and dance. Noting "the absence of any orgiastic feeling," Donoso is depressed by proceedings whose "pain is never transubstantiated into something else" (1: 69 As he elaborates the wake scene and the events of the night Judit and Maiiungo share, Donoso also builds ambivalence into his conception of Judit. He aims to convey "Judit's madness, her mental imbalance, how she suddenly goes off into a completely blighted, irrational world" (2: 142) . Originally, he had envisioned Judit not as painfully neurotic but as emotionally blocked, and had not tried to account for this facet of her character. Now he explores Judit's psychology, making of his female lead a volatile person prey to intense ambivalence. Beginning with the idea that Judit, for reasons unspecified, pursues Maiiungo throughout Part I of the book, Donoso soon makes her interest in Manungo coexist with, and be subordinate to, her pursuit of a another man, the officer in the CNI (National Information Agency, Chile's secret police) who was in charge of her detention. By developing the plot in this way Donoso provides a plausible mission for his female lead, as well as a reason for her to conscript Mai-lung° during the curfew hours and a way to make him witness a political act. Curiously, though, by constructing a sort of double pursuit of two men whose voices she associates, one beneficent and the other an enemy, Donoso starts to portray Judit's ambivalence toward male figures, which he develops in several other ways as the novel evolves. Very soon, for example, he imagines that Judit should both hate her victimizer and be attracted to him. Then, ascribing Judit's emotional sterility to guilt, Donoso seeks reasons for the guilt and hits on the idea that the CNI man saved her from rape that her fellow prisoners were not spared-that is, that her jailer was in some sense her benefactor, too. And, in a bizarre turn of the plot that Donoso considers for a time and ultimately rejects, Judit is at one time convinced that the CNI man and the bureaucrat who issued her a false passport, a secret ally, are the same man. In developing Judit, then, Donoso relates her to men who, alternately or simultaneously, injure and protect her. The plot he devises to 12
Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 23, Iss. 2 [1999] (2: 180) , making the mythical ship with its brujos represent passion. Ultimately, however, Donoso returns to the idea of Mailungo's guilt; because he escapes the Caleuche, the singer is "maldito"-cursed or unholy.
Alluding again to the proprietor who saved his warehouse by allowing the Caleuche to carry off his daughter, Donoso now takes an important next step. "SHIP OF ART," he muses. "The witch is the ARTIST: he causes death" (2: 206) . Not only will Mafiungo occasion someone's death, but he will do so because he is an artist. Listing Chilote elements he wishes to include, Donoso begins:
artist-artist-brujo ship of art (Caleuche) artist-brujo-killing As the "artist," Ma flung° becomes a murderer. He Having modified his view of "desesperanza" and made it a positive stance, Donoso changes the fate of Lopito. Initially he had considered having Lopito die at a political rally, trying to redeem himself by vocal adherence to the anti-Pinochet cause. Donoso now rejects this facile martyrdom, wondering whether he should end the novel with Lopito's death "en un acto de bella locura" 'in a beautiful act of madness' (2: 237) 14 Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 23, Iss. 2 [1999] Cesar has turned informant for the secret police. Himself a "split" father figure, Don Cesar coexists in the text with Arturo's own less treacherous father, who proffers competing advice about the CNI man's whereabouts.
Fausta and Celedonio, too, serve as parent figures for Judit in the thrilling account of her escape from Chile. Originally Donoso invented these two without envisioning them as a couple. In complicating the relationships among the characters during the wake scene he makes them long-time lovers. However, in narrating Judit's deliverance, Donoso replaces the real parents of the woman on whose life he models Judit with Fausta and Celedonio. "I love the idea of Fausta and Celedonio as parents" (2: 263) , he delightedly reflects. In this case, of course, Judit's "good" symbolic parents are not paired with "bad" counterparts, except insofar as the CNI itself embodies malevolent authority.
We have seen that Donoso, by invoking the conflicted and intense relations between parents and children as he creates the plot and characters of La welter of renderings of this primal ambivalence is suggestive indeed. Many of Donoso's narratives return to the idea that human identity may alter. They explore, now with hope, now with dread, the prospect that the self may be radically transformed. A look at Donoso's creation of La desesperanza leads one to wonder whether in other of his texts as well the theme of parent-child ambivalence coexists with and underlies the central Donosan theme of identity transformed.
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